fMRI classification method with multiple feature fusion based on minimum spanning tree analysis.
Resting state functional brain networks have been widely studied in brain disease research. Conventional network analysis methods are hampered by differences in network size, density and normalization. Minimum spanning tree (MST) analysis has been recently suggested to ameliorate these limitations. Moreover, common MST analysis methods involve calculating quantifiable attributes and selecting these attributes as features in the classification. However, a disadvantage of these methods is that information about the topology of the network is not fully considered, limiting further improvement of classification performance. To address this issue, we propose a novel method combining brain region and subgraph features for classification, utilizing two feature types to quantify two properties of the network. We experimentally validated our proposed method using a major depressive disorder (MDD) patient dataset. The results indicated that MSTs of MDD patients were more similar to random networks and exhibited significant differences in certain regions involved in the limbic-cortical-striatal-pallidal-thalamic (LCSPT) circuit, which is considered to be a major pathological circuit of depression. Moreover, we demonstrated that this novel classification method could effectively improve classification accuracy and provide better interpretability. Overall, the current study demonstrated that different forms of feature representation provide complementary information.